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20 Most Promising Energy Technology Solution Providers 2016

I

n the throes of various complexities and operational challenges,
the energy sector is under constant metamorphosis. Changing
customer behaviour, distribution channels, production service
models and regulatory standards form an imperative slice of
this realm. A slew of technologies are catering to meet these new
demands with new modus operandi for energy storage, distribution
planning, renewable and distributed generation, and peak demand
reduction. In addition to this, the energy sector is leveraging cloud,
mobility, big data, analytics and IoT to respond quickly to the
dynamically changing market.
Consequently, real-time system monitoring, advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI), ultracapacitors, smart grid, new biofuel
technologies are rapidly being employed to unlock the new insights,
optimize consumption and minimize operational disruptions. These
technologies help reduce costs, increase workforce productivity
and make faster and better business critical decisions.
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With uncertain waters and changing dynamics in the energy
sector, it has become challenging for CIOs to select the right
vendor for tackling the impediments in this arena. To help energy
organizations select vendors that offer most innovative solutions,
CIOReview is presenting to you the “20 Most Promising Energy
Solution Providers”
A distinguished panel of prominent CEOs, CIOs, VCs,
and analysts, along with the CIOReview’s editorial board has
assessed hundreds of energy solution providers and shortlisted
the ones that are at the forefront of providing cutting-edge
technology solutions. The listing provides a look into how the
solutions in this domain are put into use, so that you can gain a
comprehensive understanding of how they will optimize your
business processes.
We present to you 20 Most Promising Energy Solution
Providers 2016.
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Gensuite

R. Mukund,
Founder & CEO

A provider of energy management and
compliance management tools

gensuite.com

Gensuite

Environmental Compliance and
Sustainability Goes Mobile

T

he energy sector has witnessed major contamination
threats for air, water and waste in regards to
environmental sustainability. Fortunately, regulatory
requirements and auditing programs have helped
reverse these trends that energy firms can
now take control of with their environmental
compliance and sustainability performance.
“With Gensuite technology, energy companies
gain the capabilities they need to ensure a
compliant, sustainable and efficient business,”
explains R. Mukund, Founder and CEO,
Gensuite. “Our environmental compliance,
sustainability management and mobile-centric
analytics platforms allow users to track their
R. Mukund
operational metrics and sustainability footprint
with simple to use dashboards and powerful
data analytics,” he adds.
The Gensuite sustainability and energy management software
suite focuses on enabling individual operations to reduce their
carbon footprint. “Our platform allows enterprises to systematically
and seamlessly collect data on usage of electricity, fossil fuels,
water, waste generation, and more,” says Mukund. This data can
be analyzed in a manner that allows organizations to identify
conservation opportunities, enable carbon disclosure reporting,
facilitate calculations of emission and develop annual sustainability
reports efficiently and accurately. The platform also provides
distributed enterprises to connect individual operating sites with
headquarters, so that stakeholders can assess both the aggregate and
individual footprints, and formulate reduction strategies.

Our platform allows enterprises to systematically and
seamlessly collect data on usage of electricity, fossil fuels,
water, waste generation, and more
One Gensuite client is a multinational electric utility company.
The company uses Gensuite mobile technology extensions that
enable its field technicians to collect environmental impact data
on avian and bat strikes at distant wind farms. “Our mobile-centric
applications have enabled a seamless connection between onsite
technicians, management and the environmental function, to ensure
that regulatory requirements are being addressed together with
corporate sustainability commitments,” explains Mukund. Field
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technicians at this client are now able to record more information
using Gensuite solutions than their earlier process of manual data
recording, followed by later electronic transcription. With more
accurate data and analytics, the client can enhance its processes,
delivering compliance and sustainability.
The energy industry is conditioned
by regulatory laws, which obligate firms
to operate by the book. “But these laws
keep changing, posing challenges for
firms to adapt their IT systems to the new
rules and standards,” indicates Mukund.
“Our cloud-based compliance solution
evolves continuously to reflect both the
latest regulatory requirements, as well
as best practice management systems for
achieving compliance and sustainable
resource utilization.” The platform has an integrated mobilecentric compliance calendar application that allows firms to
organize compliance tasks on the calendar and provides automated
email alerts to avoid failures. “With alerts, stakeholders can track
the processes that fall out of the compliance zone and take the
necessary steps in a timely way,” says Mukund.
Other than compliance issues, preventing on-site accidents
is another major task for the energy industry. For such
instances, Gensuite’s incident management platform enables
companies to report and follow-up on incidents occurring in the
field. From vehicle mishaps, to oil spills, bat-strikes on wind
turbines and more, stakeholders can assess every situation from
occurrence to resolution using Gensuite’s mobile-centric incident
management solution.
Gensuite’s core commitment is to build innovative platforms
for customers that have unique value propositions and simpleto-use, yet resilient architecture. “Every company could have a
different approach toward their sustainability programs. That
is why we ensure that we understand our customer’s needs and
challenges before presenting our products and showcasing how we
can assist,” adds Mukund.
Going forward, Gensuite will continue to make strides in
the mobile, cloud and data analytics space to expand its services
footprint in the energy industry. This vision helps increase
resilience of each client’s sustainability and compliance programs,
and empowers energy firms to experience profitable growth with
reduced environmental impacts.
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